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IMPACT OF TRANSITION INTO NEW WORLD ORDER.   

 

The transition into ‘New World Order’ would result in the following.  

- A truly decentralized and independent set of 193 world countries.  

- All the ‘New world order’ councils paid for in a world neutral 

currency, Earthlings.  

- EC, Earthlings Council controls the printing of Earthlings 

currency and will be the ‘payor’ for New world order.  

- Earthlings are the ‘each country national reserve currency, 

international business and trade currency’. It is a world neutral 

currency, ideal to finance and support ‘World organizations’ with 

193 member country delegates, such as WIPO.  

- End of old world order, UN.  

- End of all old world order UN organs, organizations, and 

programs.  

- End of usd-$ monopoly. It shall truly become a domestic currency 

of one country usa.  

- WIPO, International Bureau has an agreement with the current 

day UN, wherein it recognizes your organization as a ‘Special 

agency’ and have articles enabling cross organization 

communications. With the end of old world order, this agreement 

must be retired, or decommissioned when ‘Project Earthling©’ 

goes live and EC, Earthlings Council is established.     

- Once EC is established with identified designated signatories, you 

can discuss, and execute the EC – WIPO agreement.   

       

WIPO, INTERNATIONAL BUREAU FINANCING AGREEMENT WITH 

EARTHLINGS COUNCIL, EC.  

 

Here are some of my remarks with regards to the EC – WIPO 

agreement.  

- Since you are a self-financing organization that earns revenue, EC 

by the execution of this agreement will support you in financial 

years where you are observing deficit and carrying losses into next 

year.  
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- The agreement will allow you to do any additional technology 

acquisitions, or procurement to support your organization, better 

its performance, and measurement metrics, if you are capturing 

such information annually.  

- The organization can truly concentrate on protecting ‘Intellectual 

property rights of citizens across the world’, and administer all the 

treaties that you currently manage in your portfolio, without 

having to worry about any surplus costs involved in a particular 

financial year. The agreement will allow you to hire more 

resources if required, pay better salary packages depending on 

the skillset, to better support your organizational objectives.  

- The expenses in Swiss Francs, for the deficit years will be directly 

reimbursed by EC in Earthlings.    

  

EXPANSION OPPORTUNITIES INTO OTHER COUNTRIES, BENEFITS 

TO WIPO BY ESTABLISHING THE FINANCING AGREEMENT WITH EC 

 

- Expand WIPO, International Bureau into other world countries, if 

you choose to.  

- Given the financial agreement, you can now hire talent suited for 

the jobs locally from the country where you have set-up offices.  

- Each country offices to record expenses in their local currency by 

each financial year.  

- In an annual re-imbursement model, the local expenses 

consolidated at a country level by financial year will be paid by 

EC in Earthlings. This allows you to consider expansion plans into 

other regions of the world.  
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